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BBC Music Magazine February
Concerto Choice
harmonia mundi HMC902221 Vivaldi Violin Concertos / Teatro alla Moda
Amandine Beyer, Gli Incogniti

Gramophone Editor’s Choice February
Glossa GCD921517 Handel Duetti e terzette Italiani
Roberta Invernizzi, Silvia Frigato, Krystian Adam, Thomas Bauer, 
La Risonanza / Fabio Bonizzoni

Gramophone Editor’s Choice January
DISC OF THE MONTH
EVCD015 Beethoven Complete works for cello & Piano 
François Frédéric Guy & Xavier Phillips 

Gramophone Editor’s Choice January
Wigmore Hall Live WHLIVE 0078/2 Mozart Piano Sonatas Vol.4 
Christian Blackshaw

Gramophone Editor’s Choice January 
Naive V5414 My Armenia 
Sergey Khachatryan (violin) & Lusine Khachatryan (piano)

Gramophone Editor’s Choice January 
Mirare MIR162 W.F.Bach Keyboard Concertos
Maude Gratton, Il Convito



RELEASE DATE
19TH FEBRUARY 2016

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: HMC902238
Barcode: 3149020223826
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Hans-Jörg Mammel [tenor]
Gli incogniti 
Amandine Beyer [direction]

PACHELBEL:  Un orage d’avril / April Storm
Suites from Musikalische Ergötzung*, Canon & Gigue, Arias
Hans-Jörg Mammel
Gli incogniti 
Amandine Beyer 

Though the two bars of bass of a certain celebrated 'Canon' have made Pachelbel probably the most widely performed
composer in the streets of the whole world, this sparkling programme invites you to make new discoveries in his oeuvre.
It is built around suites (Partien) for two violins and continuo, from the Musikalische Ergötzung. The title means ‘musical
delight’, and indeed one cannot but be ravished by the extraordinary sonic
hedonism displayed by these works, the most important surviving testimony to the instrumental output of Pachelbel. A
few songs, sung by Hans-Jörg Mammel, written for special occasions add further spice to this wonderfully free music.

Partie V in C major P374*, Wie nichting? Ach! Wie flüchtig P500, Partie II in C min P371*, Das Gewitter im Aprilen P75,
Partie VI in B flat Major P375*, Partie a 4 in G major*, Mein Leben, dessen Creutz für mich P360, 
Partie III in E flat Major P372*, Partie IV in E min P373*, Guther Walther unser Raths P180, Partie I in F major P370a*, O
großes Musenliecht P391, Canon & Gigue P37  

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HMC902221 Vivaldi Teatro alla moda
“a parade of exhausting virtuosity applied to grace and beauty, played with dazzling vivacity by Amandine Beyer” 
The Independent, 21st November 2015
BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE CHOICE FEBRUARY 2016 

HMC902193 Couperin L'Apotheoses
"I rank their performances of La Sultane and La Superbe among the best I have heard … Gli Incogniti’s debut recording
on harmonia mundi boasts a sublime recorded sound and handsome documentation … not to be missed.” 
Andrew O’Connor – International Record Review, November 2014

Though hardly the only recording of these works, Gli Incogniti’s should be considered among the best.”
Julie Anne Sadie – Gramophone, November 2014



RELEASE DATE
19TH FEBRUARY 2016

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: HMA1951849
Barcode: 3149020184936
BUDGET Price 
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Bernarda Fink
Freiburger Barockorchester
Rene Jacobs

HAYDN: Symphonies Nos 91 & 92 / Scena di Berenice
Bernarda Fink
Freiburger Barockorchester
Rene Jacobs 

Sunday Times Classical CD of the Week
Classic FM CD of the Week
Gramophone Critics’ Choice
Sunday Telegraph Best of 2005
Penguin Guide Key Recording
	
“Fink rivals Janet Baker’s famous recording with her gorgeous tone and vivid declamation. A joyous disc.”
Hugh Canning, Classical CD of the the Week, The Sunday Times, 17 April 2005, *****

“the real delight of this disc is its 12-minute centrepiece, the  concert aria 'Berenice, che fai?', which is performed by
mezzo  Bernarda Fink with all the passion and poignancy that apparently was missing (according to Haydn's diary) from
Brigida Banti's account at its London premiere in 1795.” Anthony Holden, The Observer, 17 April 2005

"Some wonderful playing here from the superlative Freiburg ensemble under René Jacobs.  Their recordings are always
a joy and this is no exception...Jacobs is an outstanding Haydn interpreter." 
Michael Kennedy, The Sunday Telegraph, 17 April 2005

"No one could accuse Bernarda Fink of singing scantily: hers is an admirably rich and full voice, and she performs the
piece with intense passion...the whirlwind ‘presto’ finale of the Oxford is irresistible, and  the Freiburg Baroque orchestra
dispatches it brilliantly." Misha Donat, BBC Music Magazine, June 2005

“the virtuoso string playing of the FBO is simply astounding...This is a performance [Scena di Berenice] that is both superbly
dramatic and infinitely touching with Jacobs drawing the most sympathetic accompaniment from his fine orchestra.”
Frank Carroll, The Sunday Herald

“Symphonies Nos 91 and 92 positively explode with vitality…Wow.  If you don’t have any Haydn on your shelves, you
couldn’t start with a better choice.” Natalie Wheen, Classic FM Magazine, September 2005



RELEASE DATE
19TH FEBRUARY 2016

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: HMA1951997
Barcode: 3149020199732
BUDGET PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Konstantin Wolff [baritone]
Trung Sam [piano]

Victor Hugo en musique
French Songs
Konstantin Wolff
Trung Sam

"This exceptional recital by bass-baritone Konstantin Wolff and pianist Trung Sam chronicles the attempts of francophone 
song composers to grapple with Hugo's poetry both during and after his lifetime... Hugo clearly inspired most composers to give
of their best, as well as to stray, on occasion, into unfamiliar territory: Saint-Saëns is represented by a clutch of unknown
songs that should be repertory pieces, and Fauré gets uncharacteristically angry over the political implications of
'L'Absent'. Lalo, as one might expect, turns Hugo into an impishly blatant eroticist, while Reynaldo Hahn is altogether
more fin de siècle and discreet... Wolff, who otherwise sings with a virile, articulate elegance that is absolutely right both
for the music and for Hugo's poetry. As an accompanist, Sam is spectacular, but never intrusive."
Tim Ashley, The Guardian, 13 February 2009

“a lovely disc in which Wolff proves himself worthy of comparison with the past great baritone interpreters of the mélodie.”
Gramophone, February 2009

“a deeply pleasurable recording” International Record Review, February 2009



RELEASE DATE
19TH FEBRUARY 2016

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: SIGCD444
Barcode: 635212044421
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Christoph Denoth [guitar]
London Symphony Orchestra
Jesús López Cobos [conductor]

Nocturnos de Andalucía 
PALOMO: Nocturnos de Andalucía, RODRIGO: Concierto de Aranjuez, 
MALATS: Serenata Española
Christoph Denoth 
London Symphony Orchestra
Jesús López Cobos 

Swiss guitarist Christoph Denoth is considered one of the foremost guitarists of the younger generation, much praised for
his rich sound and musical expression. For this new recording from Abbey Road he joins the London Symphony
Orchestra under Jesús López Cobos to perform three much loved works for guitar and orchestra – Rodridgo's much
loved Concierto de Aranjuez, the Nocturnos de Andalucía by Lorenza Palomo, and a new orchestral arrangement by
Denoth of Joaquín Malats Serenata Española. 

Nocturnos de Andalucía
[1] Brindis a la noche (A Toast to the Night)
[2] Sonrisa truncada de una estrella (Shattered Smile of a Star)
[3] Danza de Marialuna (Dance of Marialuna)
[4] Ráfaga (Gust of Wind)
[5] Nocturno de Córdoba (Nocturne of Córdoba)
[6] El Tablao (The Flamenco Stage)
Concierto de Aranjuez
[7] I. Allegro con spirito
[8] II. Adagio
[9] III. Allegro gentile
[10] Serenata Española



RELEASE DATE
19TH FEBRUARY 2016

Label: Belvedere
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: BVD08013
Barcode: 4260415080134
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 DVD
Packaging: digipack
Erin Wall [soprano]
Mihoko Fujimura [mezzo-soprano]
Christian Elsner [tenor]
Liang Li [bass]
Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra & Choir
Mariss Jansons

Live from the KKL Concert Hall, Lucerne March
3 2015

DVORAK: Stabat Mater Op. 58
Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra & Choir
Mariss Jansons

Like a prayer that comes from the heart

"... stood the mournful Mother weeping" whispers the chorus after the orchestral introduction of Antonín Dvorák 's
most celebrated choral work, the Stabat Mater Op. 58. As the work builds to include the four vocal soloists, the
obsessively repeated main motif of a descending chromatic line begins to work its magic on the rapt audience. 
And under the baton of Mariss Jansons, the Chorus and Symphony Orchestra of the Bayerischer Rundfunk, graced with
four superb soloists, take us to a higher sphere of artistry, where hushed tones alternate with glorious fortissimi. Next to a
Bruckner symphony performed by Jansons and his ensemble, the Stabat Mater was, in the words of the Neue Zürcher
Zeitung, "the second high point of this year's Lucerne Easter Festival," the venue of our concert.
Jansons sees within it a broad, profound range of sorrow. Having begun the work in late 1875 / early 1876, but soon set
aside, Dvorák returned to it after two tragedies befell him and plunged him into an uncharacteristically melancholic
mood: the accidental death of his 11-month-old daughter Rose and the succumbing to smallpox of his three-year-old son
Otakar. Yet even stricken with grief, Dvorák could not resist writing simple, folk-like, life-affirming melodies for his
luminous Stabat Mater. To master these tragic events, the devout Catholic Dvorák sought comfort and strength in
God and in the composition of a work dedicated to the Mother of Sorrows.



RELEASE DATE
19TH FEBRUARY 2016

Label: Belvedere
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: BVD08014
Barcode: 4260415080141
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 Blu-ray
Packaging: digipack
Erin Wall [soprano]
Mihoko Fujimura [mezzo-soprano]
Christian Elsner [tenor]
Liang Li [bass]
Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra & Choir
Mariss Jansons

Live from the KKL Concert Hall, Lucerne March
3 2015

DVORAK: Stabat Mater Op. 58
Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra & Choir
Mariss Jansons

Like a prayer that comes from the heart

"... stood the mournful Mother weeping" whispers the chorus after the orchestral introduction of Antonín Dvorák 's
most celebrated choral work, the Stabat Mater Op. 58. As the work builds to include the four vocal soloists, the
obsessively repeated main motif of a descending chromatic line begins to work its magic on the rapt audience. 
And under the baton of Mariss Jansons, the Chorus and Symphony Orchestra of the Bayerischer Rundfunk, graced with
four superb soloists, take us to a higher sphere of artistry, where hushed tones alternate with glorious fortissimi. Next to a
Bruckner symphony performed by Jansons and his ensemble, the Stabat Mater was, in the words of the Neue Zürcher
Zeitung, "the second high point of this year's Lucerne Easter Festival," the venue of our concert.
Jansons sees within it a broad, profound range of sorrow. Having begun the work in late 1875 / early 1876, but soon set
aside, Dvorák returned to it after two tragedies befell him and plunged him into an uncharacteristically melancholic
mood: the accidental death of his 11-month-old daughter Rose and the succumbing to smallpox of his three-year-old son
Otakar. Yet even stricken with grief, Dvorák could not resist writing simple, folk-like, life-affirming melodies for his
luminous Stabat Mater. To master these tragic events, the devout Catholic Dvorák sought comfort and strength in
God and in the composition of a work dedicated to the Mother of Sorrows.



RELEASE DATE
19TH FEBRUARY 2016

Label: Winter&Winter
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: 910231-2
Barcode: 025091023127
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Eugenia Boix [soprano]
Carlos Mena [alto]
Forma Antiqva:
Ruth Verona [violoncello]
Daniel Zapico [theorbo]
Pablo Zapico [baroque guitar]
Aarón Zapico [harpsichord, musical director]

Agostino STEFFANO: Crudo Amor 
Carlos Mena 
Forma Antiqva

Thanks to Cecilia Bartoli, the arias of the almost forgotten Baroque master Agostino Steffani have been rediscovered.
The Italian Steffani arrived aged 13 at the court of the Bavarian elector Ferdinand Maria. Following a profound musical
training he was appointed chamber music director, a position he kept until 1688 in Munich, moving later to the courts in
Hanover and Brussels. Steffani’s life also coincided with the highest diplomatic circles occupied by Germany and the
Vatican. His intimate compositions for two singers and instrumental accompaniment were originally presented in
aristocratic circles of connoisseurs. Exactly the right territory for Steffani: a scintillating figure between secret political
missions and the concert hall!
Forma Antiqva under musical director Aarón Zapico perform this emotional and technical virtuoso music with the soprano
Eugenia Boix, the alto Carlos Mena, cellist Ruth Verona and Aarón, Daniel and Pablo Zapico. 
'Dangerous liaisons' set to music by Agostino Steffani.

Chamber duets by Agostino STEFFANI:
Begl’occhi, oh Dio, non più
Dimmi, dimmi, Cupido
Occhi, perché piangete?
Crudo Amor
Sol negl’occhi del mio bene
Placidissime catene

CORBETTA: Passacaglia 
KAPSBERGER: Toccata Terza 
ANON: Passacaglia 



RELEASE DATE
19TH FEBRUARY 2016

Label: Pan Classics
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: PC10331
Barcode: 7619990103313
MID Price
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
John Elwes, Michael Chance, 
Johanna Koslowski, David Cordier, 
Harry van der Kamp, Myra Kroese,
Wilfrid Jochens, Nico van der Meel, 
Tragicomedia, Ens Currende,
Stephen Stubbs  [direction]

1987 Accent Records

Stefano LANDI: La Morte d'Orfeo
Tragicomedia pastorale, Roma 1619
Tragicomedia
Stephen Stubbs

Among the works on the Orpheus theme since the start of operatic history, 'La Morte d‘Orfeo' by Stefano Landi occupies
a special place. The conception of Landi‘s opera differs from all other works having as their theme the triumph of music
and love over death, in that it does not concern itself with the death of Eurydice but rather with following the story, in
particular the horrible death of the divine singer himself.
In order to turn this story into a five-act opera, the librettist Alessandro Matthei introduces a total of over 30 mythical
figures including not only gods and heavenly messengers, shepherds and satyrs, but also winds and a river - these last
have quite extensive sung parts! This is very different from Monteverdi's version. 
Apart from the special character of the libretto, 'La Morte d‘Orfeo' marks a turning point in the musical and dramatic
development of the new operatic genre. While it did not conform to the Florentine opera model based on recitative, it
was, without being a true 'Roman' opera; already approaching that form with its use of chorus and ensembles. 
With its motley scenes and rapid twists in the plot, its rich contrasts of musical form and the splendid vocal beauty of the
choruses, 'La Morte d‘Orfeo' is perhaps the first opera to merit the description 'Baroque'. There is much to enjoy here:
Cordier and Chance were, at the time of the recording, countertenors par excellence.



RELEASE DATE
19TH FEBRUARY 2016

Label: Christophorus
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: CHR77398
Barcode: 4010072773982
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Francesca Aspromonte - La Vergine (soprano)
Francisco Fernández-Rueda  - San Giovanni
(tenor)
Luca Cervoni  - Giuseppe d’Arimatea (tenor)
Mauro Borgioni  - Nicodemo/Christo (baritone)
Concerto Romano
Alessandro Quarta

PASQUINI: La sete di Cristo
Passion Oratorio 1689
Concerto Romano / Alessandro Quarta

The importance of the musician Bernardo Pasquini is well known to all those who dedicate themselves to the study of the
harpsichord or organ. His vocal music, on the other hand, consisting primarily of cantatas, operas and oratorios, is far
less known. But it includes true gems of vocal art from the late Roman Seicento.
Pasquini belongs to the fortunate generation of composers who were under the patronage and sponsorship of such
eminent personalities in Rome as Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni and Christina of Sweden, bringing forth the musical flowerings
of the second half of the 17th century. In so doing, they made a decisive contribution to the stylistic and formal
development of instrumental and dramatic vocal music in Italy up until the late Baroque period.
'La Sete di Christo' is a Passion oratorio. Four protagonists meet under the cross of Jesus on Calvary: his mother Mary,
St. John, Joseph from Arimathia and Nicodemus.
The score’s sublime quality is nowhere in doubt and its absolutely original music-dramatic solutions were later
assimilated by Handel in Rome. The pulsing rhythm of the musical narration goes far beyond the conventional erudition
of the text, leading to a breathtakingly intensive finale.



RELEASE DATE
19TH FEBRUARY 2016

Label: La Dolce Volta
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: LDV22
Barcode: 3770001901442
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Adrien La Marca [viola]
Thomas Hoppe [piano]

English Delight
Adrien La Marca
Thomas Hoppe

Named ‘Solo Instrumental Discovery’ at the Victoires de la Musique in 2014, the French violist Adrien La Marca has
spent two years preparing his first recording. The album 'English Delight', a tribute to the viola music of English
composers, presents an outstandingly lyrical programme blending different registers, periods and styles.
Adrien La Marca invites us, with Thomas Hoppe, an incomparable musician and chamber partner, on a journey through
four centuries of music, from Dowland and Purcell through Vaughan Williams, Bridge, Clarke and
Britten to Jonathan Harvey. Though these English composers naturally show mutual influences over 400 years, they offer
a wide range of musical languages, all equally sublime. Each of the pieces is linked to a special moment in Adrien La
Marca’s artistic itinerary. To add to the pleasure he has had playing them in concert, he is delighted to have been able to
bring them together for the public on this disc.

Rebecca CLARKE: Sonata for viola and piano
John DOWLAND: Flow my tears / If my complaints could passions move
Benjamin BRITTEN: Lachrymae
Frank BRIDGE: Pensiero / Allegro Appassionato
Jonathan HARVEY: Chant for viola solo
Ralph VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Six Studies in English Folk Song
Henry PURCELL: Music for a while

CONCERTS: 
14/01 Wigmore Hall (with Gauthier Capuçon)
15/02 Institut Français, London



RELEASE DATE
19TH FEBRUARY 2016

Label: Praga Digitals
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: PRD250321
Barcode: 3149028074628
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
David Oistrakh [violin]
Frida Bauer [piano, Op78, 108]
Svjatoslav Richter [piano]

BRAHMS: Scherzo, of the Sonata FAE, WoO2, Violin Sonatas 1-3,

David Oistrakh 

The Sonata Trilogy that Brahms wrote in full maturity has become the reference in this so particular form of dialogue
called the 'romantic' sonata; each of the three having its own sentimental mood. The first, using the theme from the
'Regenlied', has obviously been modelled on Beethoven's last sonata for violin and piano, opus 96. The second lets
break a warmer intimicy, a sort of tribute written "in the wait of a girlfriend", the young soprano Hermine Spies. The third
is written with a much stronger ink: this concertante sonata has a vehemence and a surprising greatness which, this time,
exceed the Beethovenian model, the Kreutzer Sonata.
 
Live recordings
Scherzo for violin & piano: Moscow 8/12/68
Sonata No. 1: Prague 17/5/72*
Sonata No. 2: Moscow 29/3/72
Sonata No. 3: Prague 18/5/66*
*previously released on PRD250058 



RELEASE DATE
19TH FEBRUARY 2016

Label: Praga Digitals
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: PRD250319
Barcode: 3149028072525
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Oïstrakh Trio 
Smetana Quartet 
Czech Philharmonic / Zdenek Kosler

SHOSTAKOVICH: In the wake of World War 2 
Symphony No. 9, Piano Trio No. 2, String Quartet No. 3

In the spring of 1945 the intelligentsia in Russia and the rest of the world expected Shostakovich’s Ninth Symphony to
glorify Stalin’s victory with a hymn worthy of Beethoven’s. What emerged was a symphonic scherzo, more Rossini-like
than majestic, except for the solemn brass call of the Largo. The symphony was preceded by a piano trio in memory of
the great polyglot and intellectual Ivan Sollertinsky, who had lost favour with the Kremlin. It was followed by String
Quartet No. 3, his awesome last diatribe against vice and violence, transcending his 8th Symphony’s unavowed strains
of imposition.
 
Symphony No. 9: live Dvorak Hall, Rudolfinum, 26/5/67 
Piano Trio: live Dvorak Hall, Rudolfinum 26/5/61  
String Quartet: live Dvorak Hall, Rudolfinum 20/1/61 



RELEASE DATE
19TH FEBRUARY 2016

Label: Pan Classics
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: PC10317
Barcode: 7619990103177
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Markus Miesenberger [tenor]
Ars Antiqua Austria 
Gunar Letzbor [direction]

SPEER: Kriegsgeschichten / War Stories
Musicalisch-Türckischer Eulen-Spiegel
Ars Antiqua Austria
Gunar Letzbor 

In the year 1688, when the 52-year-old Georg Daniel Speer, son of a reputed peltmonger family of Breslau, had his
'Musicalisch-Türckischer Eulen-Spiegel' published in Ulm, he was an organist and assistant teacher in South Germany
and already had an eventful life behind him. At the age of 18, he had set off through the Carpathian Mountains to Spisz
(located in the north-east of present-day Slovakia). Throughout the following years, he worked as a mercenary for
various armies, once as an army drummer, then as a bugler in the war of Hungary against the Turks. Finally, he reached
Constantinople in the company of a 'high-born lord'.
In his 'Musicalisch-Türckischer Eulen-Spiegel', Speer sets texts from his picaresque novel 'Ungarischer oder
Dacianischer Simplicissimus' in music. Speer lets his hero Lompyn travel musically through all the countries then affected
by the Turkish invasion. To this effect, the versatile composer created dances and melodies in the style of each of these
almost exotic peoples. From the large number of stories, Gunar Letzbor, the leader of Ars antiqua Austria, chose two
CD-filling programmes: the present CD with 'War Stories' of our hero Lompyn and his 'Love Adventures', which are due
to appear on a second CD in 2017. In the 'War Stories' mentioned, we experience the rough time of the Turkish wars
from the point of view of a simple man who is trying to survive the most dangerous of situations, ideally without any
noteworthy scratches. With cunning and humour, he is able to survive dangerous attacks but also refuses to cringe in the
face of substantial ribaldry and incivility. At the end, the hero ponders the absurdity of war.

Intrada, Cosack Ballet, Sonata 27, Moscow Ballet, Polish Ballet, Sonata 26, Hungarian Ballet, Wallachian Ballet, 
Sonata 28, Cosack Ballet, Greek Ballet, Sonata 39, Gigue 40, Sarabande 41



RELEASE (digital and physical) 

EMBARGOED until: 26 FEBRUARY 2016

Schumann Vol. IV
Violin Concerto
Piano Concerto

audite Musikproduktion Ludger Böckenhoff • Tel.: +49-5231-870320 • Fax: +49-5231-870321 • info@audite.de • www.audite.de

Patricia Kopatchinskaja
Dénes Várjon
Heinz Holliger 
WDR Sinfonieorchester Köln

Schumann’s most underestimated and his most famous concertos: Patricia Kopatchinskaja 
takes the experimental qualities of the Violin Concerto, a late work, as a guiding principle for 
her individual interpretation, rising above clichéd Romanticist listening habits. In the Piano 
Concerto, Dénes Várjon also expresses a particular Romantic clarity, characterised by fresh 
sounds and fluid tempi. 

PRESS INFO

AVAILABLE 26th 
FEBRUARY



RELEASE DATE
26TH FEBRUARY 2016

Label: Audite
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: AUDITE97717
Barcode: 4022143977175
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Patricia Kopatchinskaja [violin]
Denes Varjon [piano]
WDR-Sinfonieorchester
Heinz Holliger
 
CONCERTS:
4th February The Anvil Basingstoke
6th February Royal Festival Hall 
Schumann Violin Concerto/OAE, Marin Alsopp 

Robert SCHUMANN: Complete Edition Symphonic Works Vol. 4
Violin Concerto, Piano Concerto
Patricia Kopatchinskaja
Heinz Holliger

This fourth volume of the complete orchestral works by Robert Schumann presents both his most underestimated and his
most famous concertos. Patricia Kopatchinskaja takes the experimental qualities of the Violin Concerto, a late work, as a
guiding principle, rising above clichéd Romanticist tradition in a typically distinctive, energetic interpretation. This
'de-Romanticised' reading clearly distinguishes Schumann’s Violin Concerto from the glittering Romantic concertos of the
time, contrasting brilliant, attention-seeking virtuosity with musical mastery at the service of an overall concept.
In the Piano Concerto, Dénes Várjon also expresses a particular Romantic clarity, characterised by fresh sounds and
fluid tempi. He trusts in the impact of the work standing on its own by opting for an approach that is not overly
Romanticist. His stringent interpretation is informed by many years of performing Schumann, including his chamber
works.
Denes Varjon has a track record with Schumann recordings: his CD of the Sonatas of Robert Schumann recorded with
Carolin Widmann was released in 2008. His recording of Schumann pieces with the cellist Steven Isserlis was released
in 2009 on the Hyperion label. His solo CD with pieces of Berg, Janácek and Liszt was released in January 2012
by ECM, with whom he has also recorded works by Heinz Holliger, who requested Varjon for this Audite project.
The next instalment in this series is set to follow in March: volume five of the Schumann edition, featuring Patricia
Kopatchinskaja with the 'Violin Fantasy', alongside Alexander Lonquich with the' Konzertstücke' for piano,
as well as the 'Konzertstück for Four Horns and Orchestra'. April will see the release of the edition’s final volume,
showcasing the 'Zwickau' Symphony as well as the complete Overtures.

Next release (Vol. V):
March 2016
Patricia Kopatchinskaja | Alexander Lonquich:
Violin Fantasy | Konzertstücke for Piano | Konzertstück for Four Horns



RELEASE DATE
26TH FEBRUARY 2016

Label: RCO Live
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: RCO16001
Barcode: 814337019228
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 HYBRID SACD
Packaging: cristal
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra
Mariss Jansons [chief conductor]

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 9 in D Minor, WAB109
Recorded Live at Concertgebouw Amsterdam on 19, 21 and 23 March 2014
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra
Mariss Jansons

Ever since the tenure of its chief conductor Eduard van Beinum (1945–59), the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra has
cherished one of the greatest Bruckner symphonic traditions in the world. With this release of Bruckner’s Ninth
Symphony, Mariss Jansons and the Concertgebouw Orchestra add a new chapter to the RCO’s impressive
performance and recording history of Bruckner’s works.

"[Jansons'] interpretation proved to be remarkable: never did the first movement's horn introduction sound so primordially
mysterious …. Jansons' trade marks: his attention to sound and depth, at times evoking a wow feeling, as illustrated by
the deeply religious shimmering of the Wagner tubas in the Adagio."
Mischa Spel, NRC
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Cyril Auvity [haute-contre]
L’Yriade:
Léonor de Récondo 
Charles-Étienne Marchand [violins]
Elisa Joglar [cello]
Marc Wolff [lute]
Isabelle Sauveur [harpsichord]

Marc-Antoine CHARPENTIER: Stances du Cid 
Airs de cour
Cyril Auvity 
L’Yriade

Cyril Auvity and L’Yriade make their debut on Glossa with a programme of airs de cour, 'Stances du Cid', ideally devised
for the French haute-contre tenor’s voice.
17th century France had an extraordinary enthusiasm for the air de cour: a secular song genre popular across the social
spectrum and singable, it seems, by everyone from cobblers to marquises... 
Even still, one distinctive voice which proved to be ideal for such airs was the haute-contre, a high tenor, sweet-sounding
and clear; precisely the instrument possessed by Cyril Auvity, and it is no coincidence that the singer has, in recent years, 
been enjoying much success with his performances of the music of, among many others, Lully and Charpentier (the latter
was an haute-contre himself).
'Stances du Cid' presents a selection of Charpentier’s secular vocal works, including the seldom-recorded stanzas
(whose text is taken from Pierre Corneille’s tragicomedy 'Le Cid', which enjoyed great popularity for years after its 1637
première in Paris). The bucolic character of Charpentier’s other airs is complemented by a pair of airs de cour from an
earlier master of the genre, Michael Lambert, and the expressive flavour of the music of ancien régime. France is suitably
represented on this recording also by instrumental interludes taken from François Couperin’s trio sonatas 'Les Nations',
deftly handled by L’Yriade. 
In his booklet essay Vincent Borel supplies a colourful defence, both of the potency of the air de cour and 
of its quintessential voice, the haute-contre.

CHARPENTIER: Percé jusques au fond du coeur, Que je sens de rudes combats, Père, maîtresse, honneur, amour
Auprès du feu l’on fait l’amour, Ruisseau qui nourrit dans ce bois, Non, non je ne l’aime plus, Sans frayeur
Rendez-moi mes plaisirs, Amour, vous avez beau redoubler mes alarmes, Ah, qu’ils sont courts les beaux jours
Rentrez trop indiscrets soupirs, Retirons-nous, fuyons
Michel LAMBERT: Ma bergère, Vos mépris chaque jour
Jacques MOREL: Tombeau de Mademoiselle…
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ZELENKA: Italian Arias ZWV176

Hana Blazíková 
Ensemble Tourbillon
Petr Wagner

If we speak about the late works of Jan Dismas Zelenka (1679-1745) we usually refer to his masses, oratorios or litanies,
which have today finally acquired the attention and acclaim they fully deserve. But among these works we also find
secular vocal compositions such as the serenata 'Il Diamante and a collection of Italian arias. 
Throughout the 1720s Zelenka composed mainly sacred music for the Catholic church but after Johann David
Heinichen's death Zelenka petitioned officially for the post of Kapellmeister in 1733, writing a set of eight Italian arias as
the court wished to re-establish opera in Dresden.
It has to be admitted that the surviving arias – even though masterpieces – reflect a certain negligence of the standard
principles of theatrical style, which may have been difficult or, more likely, unimportant for a composer who had devoted
his life to church music. However, these unorthodox arias represent a good example of Zelenka’s unique style.
The Prague based Ensemble Tourbillon and Petr Wagner present the first complete recording of the eight Italian arias.
Singers are Czech soprano star Hana Blazikova (five arias) assisted by the promising mezzo-soprano Marketa Cukrova
(two arias) and the Slovakian bass Tomas Selc (one aria).

No. 1 Se pensi cangiar quel core [for soprano, 2 violins, viola & basso continuo]
No. 2 Povera fede sei pur mal spesa [for soprano, 2 violins, viola & basso continuo]
No. 3 E voi siete d’altri [for alto, 2 violins, viola & basso continuo]
No. 4 Non si trova, nè si dà [for soprano, 2 violins, viola & basso continuo]
No. 5 Se ha per guida la costanza [for soprano, 2 violins, viola & basso continuo]
No. 6 Non só se più vi rivedrò [for alto, 2 violins, viola & basso continuo]
No. 7 Senti ti voglio ancor [for soprano, 2 violins, viola & basso continuo]
No. 8 Son da più venti [for bass, 2 violins, viola & basso continuo]

Also available:
ACC 24284 VIENNA 1709 – Opera Arias [Works by Fux, Ariosti & Bononcini]
“Blazikova’s limpidly stylish singing eloquently conveys the poetry and its sentiments. Such rareified beauty and
intelligence means that any risk of textural monotony is deftly side-stepped, and a treasure trove of fine music is
revealed.” David Vickers – Gramophone, February 2015
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Beethoven Violin Sonatas Nos. 5 'Spring', 6 & 9 'Kreutzer'
David Oistrakh

This Beethoven Sonata trilogy has become the reference in the form of dialogue called 'Classical sonata', each of the
three having its own technical step given the leadership from keyboard to the string instrument. No.5, often called 'Spring'
sonata, has been modelled on that of Haydn and Mozart. No.6 is yet "for the pianoforte with the accompaniment of a
violin", a gracious work with a fascinating central adagio molto espressivo in D …with Richter. No.9, the
'Kreutzer-Sonata', is arguably the first release for violin, with the help of a keyboard, the violin’s unaccompanied entry at
the beginning of the andante con variazoni opens a new era… with Oistrakh.
dates tbc 
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SCRIABIN: Sonata No. 3, PROKOFIEV: Sonata No. 8,
SHOSTAKOVICH: Sonata No. 2
Emil Gilels

An unusual keyboard sonatas trilogy played by Emil Gilels, widely regarded as one of the greatest pianists of the 20th
century. Howard Taubman of The New York Times proclaimed him a ''great pianist'' on the occasion of his New York
debut at Carnegie Hall in 1955: he was the first prominent Soviet musician to perform in the United States since Sergei
Prokofiev in 1921. 
Gilels continued to receive such encomiums throughout his career, both in the Soviet Union, where he had taught at the
Moscow Conversatory since 1938, and in the West. Altogether, he made 14 American tours, the last in 1983. On the
occasion of his last New York recital, on April 16, 1983, Donal Henahan wrote in The Times of his ''formidable, high-finish
technique and beautiful control of nuance.''
Gilels led the procession of Soviet artists of his generation to the West; others who emerged shortly after his debut were
David Oistrakh, the violinist; Sviatoslav Richter, the pianist, and Mstislav Rostropovich, the cellist.  Together, this group
suggested that the traditions of Romantic music-making had not died out in the relatively isolated Russian musical world. 
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